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id a UFO with two live EBEs - to use the
term allegedly coined by the late Dr. Bronk
of MJ-12 fame, Extraterrestrial Biological
Entities - really crash on the Kalahari Desert in
southern Africa on May 7, 1989? And if so, did personnel from the South African Air Force actually recover the object and move it to a secure installation?
And furthermore, was the full cargo - saucer and
aliens - subsequently transported to WrightPatterson Air Force Base in the U.S., where it is now
presumably stored?
Just in case you have 'forgotten, Wright-Patterson
AFB in Dayton, Ohio, is the home of the Foreign Technology Division and, among other things, was the
Headquarters of the late Project Blue Book and the
mysterious Project Moon Dust; as well as of the
legendary Hangar 18 and the "Blue Room," referred
to in some of Senator Barry Goldwater's letters
on the issue of Air Force security - "above top
secret"- and UFOs. In other words, IF the South
African incident HAD occurred as described, WrightPat would be the place most likely to know about it,
act, and ultimately get the materials collected. This,
they supposedly did on June 23, 1989, when two C-5
(or C-2 according to another version) Galaxy cargo
planes took . the alien shacesliip and the EBEs to
Wright-Pat . . . but we are getting ahead of our story,
so let's take a closer look instead to what is alleged
to have happened on that fateful day of May 7, 1989
~ the inhospitable sands of the Kalahari Desert, close
to the borders between the Republics of South Africa
and Botswana.

• • •

The Kalahari Desert incident was one of the "sleepers" of 1989, yet if it holds true you'll be hearing more
and more about it. The case has an evocative Wagnerian ring to it, with key figures and places of the
Germanic and Scandinavian mythology laced throughout the incident. As a UFO entered South African airspace at 13H52 GMT, two armed Mirage jet fighters
are scrambled from Valhalla Air Force Base in South
Africa. Valhalla, of course, was the abode of the Northern gods presided by Wotan. But there is more.
One of the case's most intriguing features is that
the UFO was supposedly shot down by an experimental "laser cannon" mounted on the jets. Fittingly indeed, the name of the laser was Thor, the mighty
Northern god of lightning and one of the main
characters in the Germanic pantheon . .. even in our
times, if we realize that the word Thursday.evolved
from Thor. Likewise, it seemed appropriate that although the case was investigated by British ufologists, the news was first published in the German newspapers 'Berliner Morgenpost' and 'HamburgerAbendblatt.' The Kalahari crash was also one of the
great revelations at last fall's giant International UFO
Congress in Frankfurt, where this writer first became

involved in the case.
Two of its investigators were lecturing in Frankfurt,
retired English policeman Tony Dodd and Graham
Birdsall from the Yorkshire UFO Society. The exclusive interview with Mr. Dodd, appended to this re·
port, gives the basic facts about the case and its in·
vestigation, as well as a few comments on other events
such as Sgt. Dodd's own UFO sighting in Yorkshire
in January 1978, or the mystifying wheat, or corn·
circles, spread all over the English countryside.
With the assistance of New York ufologists Colman
von Keviczky of ICUFON and Bill Knell of Island
Skywatch, this writer has assembled a puzzling dossier on this case, which includes the alleged "top
secret" South African documents on "Operation Black
Horse"; the preliminary. report published by G.W.
Birdsall in the magazine 'Quest' of the Yorkshire UFO
Society; further interesting documentation from Dr.
Henry Azadehdel, a somewhat mysterious BritishArmenian physicist and ufologist, and a :key player
in this case.
This author has also received an alleged photo of a
charred, dead EBE - supposedly the third crew member of the doomed craft shot by the laser Thor; the
other two are presumably still alive. We are told that
the photo came directly from the case's own "Deep
Throat," the South African Air Force Intelligence officer who leaked the story and lives now somewhere
in Germany. I am quite suspicious of the photo, however, due to the fact that the dead EBE seems suspiciously similar - though obviously retouched - to
a mysterious snapshot published in 'UFO Magazine'
(Vol. 4, No.3, 1989), showing the being with a caption
explaining that it was "a mummified body' found by
"an unidentified prospector" in New Mexico in 1988.
Because the investigation is still going on, we are
not yet able to draw a final conclusion. However, we
can put to rest certain rumors floating around the
UFO community . . . bogus information such as that
it was a UFO operated by the CIA; that it had the
G.E. (General Electric) logo on its silvery polished surface; and that U.S. soldiers- and not EBEs- had
come out of the craft. The known facts are in total contradiction with these rumors, which ~e're told, have
been at least partially spread by none other than Wendelle Stevens, a well known - .if controversial - ufologist who attended the Frankfurt Conference. These
rumors were unfortunately picked up and spread by
the 'Nevada Aerial Phenomena Newsletter,' a UFO
zine full of saucer conspiracies.
Another criticism is that the Kalahari story is an
elaborate intelligence fraud to mislead gullible ufologists. Sound familiar? One of the critics, we are told,
is Tim Good, the well known English ufologist and
author, who also attended the Frankfurt Conference,
where he seemed to be on very good terms with Dodd
and Birdsall.
Ironically, it was Good who first divulged to the
world the famous "Majestic 12" documents, which according to many researchers now, are themselves pro-
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bably a forgery concocted by intelligence types determined to spread dis-information. Unlike the anonymous sources of the MJ-12 papers, the South African
documents and story were leaked by an individual personally known to Dr. Henry and Dodd, who had the
opportunity to question him at length.
·
Upon studying the case, the Valhalla/Kalahari!
Wright-Pat affair reads like a spy novel, with an intelligence officer coming out of the "African cold"
(from the white Afrikan settlers of Dutch origin). Initially, his identity was censored by all investigators
in order to protect the informant. However, his cover
was blown in England, where he was summoned by
his superiors in Pretoria, shadowed by BOSS (Bureau
of State Security) agents, and prevented from entering Canada. For all practical purposes, he has now defected and lives somewhere in West or East Germany.
We can now reveal the name of Captain James van
Grunen, South African Air Force Intelligence Special
Investigation Department, since the name has already
appeared in the bulletins of UFO computer networks
and newsletters across this country.
As the story goes, van Grunen first corresponded
with Dodd in July of 1987, telling him about the UFO
crash in the Kalahari and the recovery and arrest of
two live alien entities. The documents were mailed
separately in an envelope with no return address. Van
Grunen and his family then showed up in London and
stayed for two weeks in early August at the residence
of Dr. Henry Azadehdl in Nottingham. Van Grunen
said he was on his way to the USA, supposedly to visit
Wright-Patterson AFB.
A story was later circulated to the effect that
Azadehdel had "blown" van Grunen's cover. What Dr.
Henry did in the course of his telephone inquiries to
verify if he was dealing with a bona fide military intelligence officer, was to alert the South African
authorities that van Grunen was spilling the beans on
the Valhalla/Kalahari affair. Whether Henry's tactics
were appropriate or not - one would tend to question
the timing of his inquiries - it appears that it was
van Grunen himseH who first called the South African
Embassy to report that he was staying with Dr.
Henry.
Van Grunen was grilled for several days by Tony
Dodd and Dr. Henry; he told them as many details
as he could remember, names of officers and scientific
personnel involved, any useful bit of information. He
later signed an affidavit stating that, "I hereby swear
that the file, code-named Black Horse which is attached contains ·information which I give of my own free
will and without duress." The officer stated that he
was fully aware that "revealing information relevant
to this top secret operation . . . would be considered
an act of treason against South Africa." Still, he added: "I decided to disclose this information to the public in the firm belief that not disclosing it would be
an act of treason to the rest of mankind."
Like any spy story, the plot in this one is intricate
and full of twists. So far van Grunen seems to be who
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he claims, but.even if this was not the case there are
several other sources from South Africa, the U.S., and
"third" countries like Israel, that corroborate parts
of the story. The log of Dr. Henry's conversations with
a South African general and scientists at WrightPatterson - including, he alleges, the character codenamed "Condor" of UFO conspiracy fame - are truly fascinating.
You can see for yourseH all the key details in the
two pages of the "Black Horse" classified report, the
description of the EBE's anatomy, and the investigation itseH in the words of retired policeman Tony
Dodd.

INTERVIEW WITH TONY DODD
ANTONIO HUNEEUS: To begin with, why don't
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you tell me a little bit about your background and how
you got involved with UFOs? Also, I understand you
had an experience?
TONY DODD: Yes, that's correct. I was a police officer for 25 years and my area of work was an isolated
600 square-miles of moorland, and during the course
of duties with the police I had my first encounter with
a UFO. It was 3:30, in the morning, on dark winter's
night, and I was driving along a small country road
when I suddenly came around a bend and was confronted with this huge saucer-shaped object. It was
about a hundred feet in diameter with a large dome
on top, portholes around the dome; it came right on
top of the car, probably no more than 30, 35 ~es . per
hour maximum, probably slower than that. I noticed
as it went over the top of the car, it had like a skirt
at the bottom with three very large spheres evenly
spaced around the bottom. And on the outside of the
skirt colored lights were flashing on and off, which
gave the impression that the skirt was rotating but
it wasn't- it was the actual sequence of lights which
gave this impression.
AH: When was this?
TD: This was in 1978, that was my first encounter
with one of these things, which created my interest
in it.
AH: Before that you had not given it much thought?
TD: I've given no thought to this thing before. I had
heard reports of strange flying objects being seen in
the area where I had my encounter, but I hadn't paid
much attention to it, because to me at that time I
thought the whole thing was a lot of rubbish; but once
I had seen one of these things then I knew that it
wasn't rubbish at all. I have now seen these objects
on certainly more than 60 occasions, always with witnesses.
AH: Sixty?
TD: Oh yes, more than that, and as I always quote,
other witnesses, because I would never repeat anything that wasn't with others being present. There is
a very strange phenomena out there. The objects without question are advanced forms of flying machines,
I am convinced of that. I spent three years in the
Royal Air Force so I know what a conventional aircraft is. How can I explain this? To make a comparison, I would say that the objects I've seen make the
Space Shuttle look primitive, and from there I've been
investigating these things, and of course I've come
with a lot of information over the years as most investigators do, which leads of course to the latest one,
which is the 'South African incident.
AH: Did you report your case officially to the police
or to the MoD (British Ministry of Defense)?
TD: I didn't report it to the MoD; it was discussed
back at the police station but really speaking, when
you see one of these things there is no set procedure.
I do know that reports that are made by police officers
are documented and I understand that they are eventually fed to the Ministry of Defense. '
AH: Let's move tot he South African case, which
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is really fascinating and so recent. We've all heard
about stories of crashed UFOs, some are well
· documented like the Roswell case, but mose are not.
The majority are just allegations; and most are old too,
so this case seems to present really the best - it seems
to be well documented and is very new. How did you
first get wind of it, how did it all get started?
TD: The initial information regarding this incident
came from South African intelligence sources. I was
in contact with a source in South Africa who gave me
initial information of a UFO having crashed in the
Kalahari Desert. This was quickly followed up by
documents of an initial briefing into the basic circumstances surrounding the incident. We went to a great
deal of trouble investigating this.
AH: These documents were sent. to you by these
sources in South Africa?
TD: They were indeed! They were sent totally anonymously. There was nothing to identify the sender for
obvious reasons. They simply told of this crash ...
AH: These documents obviously are still classified
Top Secret, right?
TD: Indeed they are, yes, but there is no question
(that) the sources of our information are active intelligence officers within the South African c'ommun- .
ity and for obvious reasons, we can't give names because they would be in jeopardy, if this was to come
out.
AH: Yes, I understand, but for some reason they
want this information out, I suppose?
TD: The impression I get, there is a development
which we're finding that intelligence-type sources are
tending to leak this information because they feel that
something is going on which is not right. Its not like
the conventional military secrets, this is a totally different ballgame, and I think they feel that this information should come out and should be made public,
and therefore there is a gradual increase which is coming from this type of sources, and we are working hard
on this one for weeks and weeks now, and we have
made breakthroughs. I am certain as a result of coming to this (Frankfurt UFO) Conference and speaking
to various people, that there are leaks in relation to
this incident from other sources as well in other parts
of the world, which to me points very positively that
there is a great deal of substance in this incident.
AH: Now if I recall from your lecture, this UFO was
actually shot down by jet fighters fro{Il the South
African Air Force?
TD: Yes, the story is that it was picked up on radar,
it was picked up on NORAD, the American radar network first, it was picked up by a South African ship
at sea, and tracked heading towards the South African
continent; they contacted the land base which said,
yes, we have aircraft monitoring this as well - radar
aircraft that is - and also ground radar. As the object approached at high speed, attempts were made
to gain some form of communication with this object,
but all this was to no avail; as a result of this, fighter
aircraft were scrambled as it was then accepted that
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The following are specifications as indicated by preliminary investigation at the Air Force Base.
TYPE . OF CRAFT: Unknown - Suspected
Extraterrestrial.
ORIGIN: Unknown· Suspected Extraterrestrial.
IDENTIFIABLE MARKINGS: None · Curious in·
signia forged into metal on side of the craft.
DIMENSIONS:
Length · 20 Yards approx.
Height • 9.6 Yards approx.
Weight· 60,000 kilograms approx.
MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION: Unknown· Pend·
ing further laboratory results. Outer surface of object
flawless, polished, smooth silver color. No visible seams
noted inside or on outer surface of the craft.
SOURCE OF PROPULSION: Unknown · Pending laboratory results.
NOTES: .
A hydraulic type landing gear was fully deployed aug·
gesting that electronic malfunction had caused the object to crash. This may have been due to the Thor-2 laser
cannon fired at the craft.
While the investigation team observed the object at the
Air Force Base a loud sound was heard. it was then noted
that a hatch or entrance on the side of the craft had open·
ed slightly and appeared to be stuck. This opening was
later forced with the use of hydraulic pressure equipment.
a) Two humanoid entities in tight fitting grey suits
emerged and were promptly taken to a make shift medical
center.
b) Various objects inside the craft were taken for
analysis. Results still pending.
c) The craft has been placed in a sterile enVironment.
MEDICAL REPORT ON HUMANOID ENTITIES
ORIGIN: Unknown· Suspected extraterrestrial.
HEIGHT: 4 • 4.6 ft.
COMPLEXION: Greyish blue-skin texture smooth, ex·
tremely resilient.
HAIR: Totally devoid of any bodily hair.
HEAD: Oversize in relation to human proportions.
Raised cranium with dark blue markings extended around
head.
FACE: Prominent cheek bones.
EYES: Large and slanted upwards towards side of face.
No pupils seen.
.
·
NOSE: Conaisting of two nostrils.'
MOUTH: Small slit devoid of lips.
.
JAW: Small in relation to human proportion.
EARS: None observed.
,
NECK: Very thin in relation to hUman proportion. ( :.
BODY/ARMS: Long and t~ reaching just abov~ . ~
knees.
~
HANDS: Consisting of 8 digits, webbed, claw like.nails.
TORSO: Chest and abdomen covered in acaly ribbed . '

skin.
HIPS: Small narrow.
LEGS: Short and thin.
GENITALS: No exterior sexual organs.
FEET: Consisting of three toes, no nails and webbed.
NOTES: Due to the aggressive nature of humanoids, no
samples of blood or tissue could be taken. (One humanoid attacked Doctor causing deep scratching on face and
chest.) When offered vatious foods, refused to eat.
Method of communication not known· suspected telepathic.
· Humanoids are being kept in detention at level6 of Air
Force Base.
One way passage has been requested for both humanoids to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base USA for more
advanced investigation and research.
A) No conclusion has been reached. Awaiting results
_
of investigations.
B) The object and humanoids will be moved to WrightPatterson AFB for more advanced investigation andresearch.
C) Date of passage· 23 June 1989.
NOTES: Conclusion remains open ended.
/
This file contains initial findings of preliminary report
and further details are expected after completion of investigations in South Africa and Wright-Patterson AFB
USA'.
FOOTNOTES: Drawing of the humanoids and the alien
spacecraft were attached to the Main Report. At this
stage we were informed that the object had also been
tracked by NORAD (North American Aerospace Defense
Command) Peterson AFB. Colorado, 80914, U.S.A.
THE UNIQUE AFFIDAVIT OF AN OUTSTANDING
AFRICAN MILITARY OFFICER IN THE DUE
SERVICE OF THE HUMANITY
"I am a member of the South African Air Force Intel·
ligence, Special Investigation Department, my home is
South Africa. I hereby swear that the file, code-name
Black Horse which is attached contains information
which I give of my own free will and without duress. AI·
though I have signed five documents of the Official
Secrets Act iri South Africa on the 7th May, 1989 and
the 29th July 1989, in which clear warnings were given
to me with regards to the consequences for revealing in·
formation relevant to this top secret operation, and that
any disclosure of this informa.t ion would be considered
·an act of treason against South Africa. I DECIDED TO
DISCLOSE THIS INFORMATION TO THE PUBLIC
IN THE FIRM BELIEF THAT NOT DISCLOSING IT
WOULD BE AN ACT OF TREASON TO THE REST
OF MANKIND".

Anatomy of an EBE, from the offu:ial South African report.

this had to be treated as an intruder.
There were two aircraft scrambled and the order was
given to the squadron leader in charge of the two air·
craft to arm and fire a weapon which they had on the
aircraft, which they called a Thor·2laser cannon. I un·
derstand the true meaning of this particular weapon
is a maser weapon (1), which doesn't fire a missile as
we know it. It used a high energy beam of microwave
activity and this is what was done, and apparently
once this squadron leader opened fire he then reported
several blinding flashes coming from the object, and
the object then seemed to go ou_!; of control, it descend-

ed rapidly and eventually crashed in the Kalahari
Desert in semi-soft sand. The thing actually came to
rest in one piece, and I feel this is purely simply because it was sand-based where it came down. If the
surface had been hard it might have disintegrated.
When they eventually got this thing - they actually
removed this eventually back to a South African Air
Force Base - it wasn't realized at this time that there
was any possibility of anything inside it. Nobody really thought about this. But suddenly, there appeared
an opening inside of the craft, but it was only a small
opening, and it appeared to be jammed. So they got
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some hydraulic gear and forced the door way over and . .
it was at this time the two alien entities struggled from
the inside. One appeared to have injuries and the other
one was okay. They were quickly taken to some makeshift medical facility, where the doctors were going,
it appears, to take blood samples. I don't know if this

was with 'the view to help them, or to see what the
blood was like. "But one of the doctors was attacked
physically by one of these beings and received severe
scratching to the face and chest. At that moment in
time, any attempt to do anything with these aliens
other than subdue them, was aborted. The Americans
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arrived on the scene fairly quickly from WrightPatterson Air Force Base in two C-5 Galaxy Transports, and the end result was that the UFO plus the
entities were shipped back to Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base in Ohio.
AH: Now, this calls for a lot of things. First of all,
we know from previous UFO cases like the 1967
Cuban MIG incident or the famous 1976 Iranian Phantom jft chase, that there were attempts to fire at UFOs
and they have never succeeded. What is your speculation at this point? Would this weapon - this maser
cannon - have been developed perhaps to deal with
the UFO situation, since this has been ongoing for at
least 40 years?
TD: My information on this weapon is that it wasn't
developed particularly to attack UFOs . .. technology
has advanced and of course they are working on these
things for normal weapons. In this case, apparently
this weapon was successful - it would appear - because when the weapon is fired it travels at the speed
of light, which would hit the object before it had time
to retaliate or to intercept anything.
Mr. Stanton Friedman was talking about this only
yesterday, and I assume this is why the object was
hit - purely and simply because they were using this
kind of technology. It didn't penetrate the whole of
the object, but what it obviously did, it affected the
electronics on the inside, which simply put the thing
out of control. This was also apparent when the object crashed, because one of its legs had actually extended: so it had one leg sticking out and the others
still retracted.
AH: Now, you also mentioned that when the beings
were taken to the hospital, one of them had attacked
a doctor and injured him?
TD: Yes, that's the information, I don't understand
that the actual injuries were serious, but I understand
that there were very deep scratches to the face and
to the chest of the doctor who tried to take the blood
samples. Whether this was due to the pure aggression
of the aliens, or whether they were afraid and did it
because of that, I don't know. I understand that to
move them to Wright-Patterson, they actually used
a cooling system to cool them down, which made them
inactive or less active. So they were actually transported under refrigerated-type conditions to keep
them from being active.
AH: So the aliens would be at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base?
TD: That's correct. That's our information.
AH: As well as the saucer?
TD: That's our information.
AH: So our military would have to have some kind
of agreement with the South African government?
TD: Without question.
AH: What would have been the role of the British
government? Was there any?
TD: There is nothing to indicate that anybody else
has been involved in this, other than rumors from
other sources that the Israelis were involved as well.

AH: Well, they have worked with the South
Africans, and of course with the U.S. From some of
the slides you showed during your talk, it would appear that the type of alien being is very similar to what
we have seen in the Roswell case, and in the various
abduction cases.
TD: That's correct.
AH: And also the hieroglyphic writing which again
was mentioned in Roswell. But you said that they
have now been able to decipher this?
TD: My information - once again I can only tell the
information I got - is that the authorities in America
and all the big countries have been working on hieroglyphics found on crashed UFOs for some time. They
have been using the top cryptologists, and the information I have is that they have actually worked out
an alphabet, if for want of a better word, whereby they
can read what these things are all about. I understand
that they 've got a great deal of information from this.
AH: And the insignia on the saucer Wf!S the same
one as was seen on the famous 1964 Socorro UFO in
New Mexico?
TD: That's right! There was this insignia which was
embellished into the side of this craft and it was, as
you said, exactly the same as the one seen in the
Socorro case.
AH: So where do you go from here? I guess, you are
trying to corroborate all the various details?
TB: We've been working flat out for weeks, trying
to get little bits of evidence, things to corroborate, and
up to now we've done fairly well, even though I say
this. I mean, when we managed to get NORAD by a
back-door method into the tracking room and get them
to admit that they had tracked this object, that in itself was a breakthrough. When we approached the
squadron leader in a very devious way .. .
AH: The South African squadron leader?
TD: Yes, the South African squadron leader, and he
admitted that he had only fired at this object once,
that was another basic information confirming. We
phoned Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and spoke
to the Office of Scientific Intelligence where we knew
the name of one of the people who was present at the
recovery. We spoke to him- and although he is a
civilian working with the military - his attitude was
one of astonishment when he found that we knew.
When we put it to him, that we were aware of these
details, he said 'I neither agree with or deny what you
say,' which is standard answer, but his manner and
his tone was indicative that he was completely shaken
by what we've done. And it was after this telephone
call to him that the whole ceiling fell on this from the
South African side. We had an informer in this country (England) from South Africa at that time, and he
immediately received a telephone call from a very high
intelligence source in South Africa - we know this because we were there- demanding his return to South
Africa where he was going to be in a great deal of trouble. So they obviously realized not only what was go(Continued On Page 64)
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ing on, but they realized partially, or suspected very
strongly, the source of where this was coming from.
So we really were upsetting the applecart here. Now
I have had contact in the last seven days with a source
in South Africa again, who says that all hell's broken
loose over this in South Africa, and they are real·
ly looking under the carpets over there.
AH: One more question, Timothy Good mentioned
that the documents had been retyped or are not ac·
tual copies?
TD: This is what we are working on at the current
time. We are suspicious. Perhaps documents were
taken and copied, copies made up not by photostat
but by retyping them or whatever. What I can tell you
is that a second source in South Africa- once again
in high clearance security - confirmed that they had
gotten photographs of the craft and the aliens and also
a 50-page telex message which had been sent out from
Wright-Patterson to them with the initial instructions
on how to go about the initial retrieval operation, and
that they would be joined.
AH: This would be under Project Moon Dust perhaps, because that's one project that I know of that
deals with crashed space objects?
'
TD: I don't know what project this was. Initially,

we were promised copies of the photographs plus the
telex, but when tile authorities suddenly realized what
was going on, the whole thing was clamped down and
the person who was going to let us have it, is absolute. ly terrified at this moment and won't attempt to do
anything further with it, because they've really put
the lid on this now. ·
AH: Have you ever been in South Africa?
TD: No, I haven't, so I think that's basically the ex·
tent of play with this at the moment, but we are work·
ing on it full time and have been, and there is no doubt
whatsoever that something is going to break as a re·
suit of this in the near future, because we are now get·
ting the information from so many different directions
in relation to this. It's not just pure chance.
AH: What is the current UFO situation in Britain?
TD: There is a great deal of UFO activity right
across the country, there is no doubt about it at all,
and there has been an increase this year (1989). Its
building up. Now whether there is any connection or
not, the cornfields . . ..
AH: I was going to go to that next because its beginning finally - I know this started in 1980 - to get
publicity in America, it made the front page of the
Wall St. J oumaL
TD: Do you get any of these circles in America?
AH: Apparently there are some reports now; in Iowa
there was a television report the other day, and there
have been a few others. Including Gulf Breeze, Florida.
Long Island, NY and Yadkin, North Carolina.

The Briti8h chlegation at the Frankfurt International UFO Congren la3t fall: (left to right) retired policeman Tong
Dodd, author Tim Good, Mn. and Graham BirdtJall from the Yorkshire UFO Society. (Photo: A Huneeus).
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TD: Well, we've been getting these, as you are
aware, for years, but some years you get 20, some 30,
etcetera. This year (1989) its gone absolutely berserk.
There has been 280 in a relatively confined space. The
scientists and everybody else, are taking a great deal
of notice. George Windfield, who is a top expert who
I've spoken with at length, told me that he is absolutely convinced that there is an alien intelligence responsible for this. But, he doesn 't say they are extraterrestrial.
AH: Because of the patterns and all that?
TD: The complexity of the patterns is altering; we're
getting different types of patterns. There was a scientific team that went out in July of this year (1989) ...
several well known scientists went and did a vigil. In
the cewnter of this, they set up the equipment focusing on fields where they anticipated this was going to
happen pure and simply because of the amount (of
circles) around them. They got the impression - this
is their words - that whatever it was, it was just playing with them. Also, there was a very strange noise
which came from the center of one of these circles,
which they described as being like a very high pitch
lawn mower. They recorded these sounds, nobody has
ever. heard on normal conditions anything that sounded like this, and they've just sent these for sound
analysis. But interestingly, George Windfield has
taken some photographs - he has taken many hundreds of photographs of the circles - but there are
some photographs of the circles that actually show a
strange object which wasn 't visible to the eye, and
they look like static electricity. They show black on
. ·'·

';

.·

•':•

·the photographs, almost like a fault line, which is
forming on either Side of the circle, as if they are doing something on the edge of the circle. Its a most
peculiar thing: They are convinced there is definitely
alien involvement. I feel this is the highest year of the
corn circles, it could well be the highest year for UFO
activity for a long, long time, and I think the two are
connected .
AH: Well, it seems that since the UFO landings in
Voronezh, Russia, there is a worldwide flap going on
right now, with lots of sightings coming in from the
U.S., the Soviet Union, Spain, Yugoslavia, Belgium,
Chile, Japan, and many other countries.

NOTES
(1) A maser is a source of very intense microwave
radiation (a few centimeters in wavelength). The name
is an acronym for Microwave Amplification by
Stimulated Emission of Radiation. The first maser
device was invented in 1953 by the American physicist
Charles Hard Townes.
(2) Although the full details are still shrouded in
secrecy, the U.S. intelligence Vela satellite detected
in the early hours of September 22, 1979, on a remote
area of the Indian Ocean southeast of South Africa,
a double flash characteristic of a nuclear explosion. It
was later suggested that this was part of a covert program to develop and test nuclear weapons in which
both South Africa and Israel were involved. Perhaps
also relevant is the fact that Israel, and particularly
the region around Haifa, has experienced considerable
UFO activity in recent years.
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CASE HISTORY
At 13H45 GilT on 7 Hay 1989 the navill friglltil ":lA Tafelbarg" radioed Cape Town naval
neadquarters to report an unidentified flying object that app&arad on radar scopes, heading
tow~rds the
African continent in a north westerly direction at a calculat&d speed of 5746
nautical miles per hour .
llav~l
headquarters acknowl&dged . and confirmed that object was

alEc

tracked

by

air-borne

radar,

military

around

installations and D.f . t-lalan

radar

interniltional airport at Cape Town.

•

Radio contact was attempted
The object entered South African air space ~t 13H5Z G~T.
with object, but ill communications to object provwd rutilll.
Valhalla air force base was
notifi&d il.nd two armed Hirage EIIG fightilrW werw

wcrambled,

The object

suddenly changed

course at gre•t speed which would be imposaiblo tpr militilry aircraft to duplicilte,
At

13H59

squadron

GIH

confirmation or the object.
mounted thor Z
Squadron
object .
14H02 It

leader

Goowen

canon at object .

lii~ar

leader

Goosen

reported

that the

terrain

BOkm

K•lahari Desert.
retreival of

South

Squadron

the object

they

had

rildar

and visuill

experimental aircrilft

blinding

wav~r¥1

still

hiiading in

flashes aminated from the
a northerly

direction.

At

object wus decrila•1na altitude at a rilte of 3000 f&et per

Then at great speed it dived
of

tl1at

whil~t

minute.

north

that

Thiw w•s don11,

The object started wavering
w11s rwported

r11port11d

The order waw given to arm iind fire the

at an

African

leader

Goosen

was complete .

angl~

~order

was

or

25 . degreas

H1th

and impacted

in desert

Botswana, identified as the Central

inutructed

to

circle

the

area

until a

A team or airrorce intelligence officers, tosether

with m&dic•l and t&chnic«l staff were promptly · t.i<hllq
and r· etreival.

to area

of impact

for 1nvestigation

The findings were as follows :

,

)

A crater

21

A silver

of

150 metres in diameter and 12 metres in depth.

coloured disc

shaped object

45 degree6

emb&dded 1n side of

cr;.ter.

object sand and rocks

w~re

fused together by the intense

3)

Ar~und

4 )

An intense magnetic and radioactive environment

he~t .

around object resulted

In electronic failure in air force equipment.
lt

5)

11~s

sugg~~ted

air for co base for

Tn~

by

team leader

furth~r

that obJect be moved to a claszified

investigation and this was done.

t&rra1n of imp act was f il led with sand and rubble to disguise all evidence of this

eve n t ,,.,v,ng E-ver tcd .en plc::.ce.
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CRAFT SPECIFICATIOHS
Th~

c1•ss,fi~d

following are specifications
air force base.

~s

indlcat~d

by

TYPt OF CRAFT;

Unk nown - suspoctod

sAtrot~rreetrlal

ORIGIII ;

Unknown -

suspect~d

extraterrestrial

preliminary

investigation

at

:
None - curious lnutsnta forawd Into

IDENTIFIABLE HARKitiGS :

Length - 20 yarda

Dll !fiiSIONS :

~eta1

on elde of craft

~pproxtmMtwly

9.5 yardu approx1wKtw1y
Weight - 50,000 kilogram~ wwtlmated
H~lght-

I·IATERIAL OF COIISTRUCTIOII :

Unknown

pendlne
laboratory ri5Ults.

turth11r

Outer surface of o~jwct flawless
polished, smooth sllywr colour.
llo visible IHHlrns ·,ot!IU Inside or on outer
surface of craft .
Perimeter showed
flush with outer
portholo!i.

1~
unevenly spaced.
•urfaco oval shaped

Unknown - psnding laboratory results.

SOURCE Of PROPULSIOII .

IIOTES

A

hydraulic

malfunction

type
cau~ed

landing

ge~r

object to crash.

w~s

fully

deployed

suggesting

that

This may have been due also to Thor 2

electronic
l~ser

canon

bc1ng fired at craft.
D).

llh llP the
invostig~ting tearr.
observed the ObJeCt at c1assifi~d AFB, a loud sound was
It was then noted that a hatch or entrance on lower side of craft had openeo
Sl ightly.
Th1s open1n9 was later pri2PO open with heavy mechanical gear .
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c)

Two humanoid

entities clothed

in tight

fitting gray

suits emerged and was promptly

taken to make shift medical centra, laval 6 of classified AFB.
o)

V•r ious objects inside craft ware
ttoeGe findings.

tak~n

for analysis and we are still

pending results

of

a)

Tna cra ft

hii.S

been placed in a,starile anvironm&nt.

liEDICAL REPORT 011 HUHA.IIOIP Elli!THS

ORIOIII :

Unknown - suspected wxtratarrwwlrial

HEIGHT :
COI~PLEXIOII:

• -·. 5 ft
Greyish-blue - Gkin twitura &mooth, axtramely resilient

HAIR:

Totally devoid of any bcd\1y IHllr

HEAD :

Oversize in

relation to

dark blue markings

hum~n

~xtended

proportions.

~round

FACE:

Prominent cheek boneu

EYES:

Large and slanted

!lOSE :
I lOUTH :
JAI·/ :

Small consisting of two nuGtr11w

upw~rds

Raised cranium area with

head

towards side of face.

llo pupi1G seen.

Small slit devoid Of lips
Hid& in relation to human pronurtions

EARS .
IIECK :
BODY .

llon11 observed
Very thl~ in relation to human proportions
ARt.tS:
Long ;o-nd thin rwaching just above kn&as
HAl IDS :
Cons1wting of 3 digltG, webbed, claw lihe nails
TORSO:
Chest and abdomen covered in scaley ribbed skin
HIPS :
Sma 11 , narrow
LEG!: :
Short ilnd thin
GEtliTALS :
llo exterior sexual org«ns
FEET :
Consisting of 3 toes, no nails and 1rebbad

IIOTES
Due to
taJ...en.

aggresive n-ture

of the

humanoids. no

ll£otl1ud of cornmunic;.tion is not kn01m and suspect
Humanc1ds
'nvt:l~· t

l«;at

~load

or

tissue could be

are

J...ept

in

detention

at

telep<~thic.

cla£sified

AFE

awaiting

furthEr results of

lOn~ .

'' "' passage has b~en requested for beth hum;.noids to
USA for more -av~nceo inv~stigation ana research.

~ne
e~s~.

samples of

\/hen offered various foods , they refused to eat.

Wright Patterson
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COIICLUSIOII:

A)

llo conclusion haG been reached a6 yet,

Bl

Tho

object

invw~tigation

C)

•

Outv

of

and humanoids
and re6earch.

p4~6age

will

be

Awilitlng resultii of

inv~iitigationG.

moved to Wright PatterGon AFB for more advanced

- 23 June 1989.

/

IIOTES :

Conclusion remains open ended.
This file contains initial findings

or

prellm\n~ry

report

expecteo ilfter completion of inveGtigationu In Suutn Africa

EIIO OF PRELIIHIIARY BRIEFlljG IIOTES :

PAG~

~nd

1-5
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and

further

detal16 are

Wright Patter6on AFB/USA.
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auf der weltgr613ten UFO-Forscher-Konferenz in Frankfurt
bekanntgeben . An dieser Tagung werden auch russische
Experten teilnehmen . Stoff
fur lange Referate gibt es ja
genug - in Ost und West greift
eine UFO-Hysterie urn sich .. .
In der sowjetischen Stadt
Woroncsch suchen Wissen schaftler nach Spuren des
Raumsc·hiffs, das dort angeblich am 26 . September landete.
Gestern meldete d ie Moskauer
Tageszeitung
,.Se!skaja
Schisn", Forscher hatten in
dem Stadtpark ein ,.zweiein halb Zentimeter breites und
37 Zentimeter tiefes Loch"
entdeckt, aus dem die Aul1erirdischen ,.offenbar" Bodenproben entnommen hatten .
UFO-Sichtungen
werden
mzwischen auch aus dem fernen O!;ten der S o wjetunion
gcmelaet. Auf der Pazifik-Insel Sachalin beobachteten
Burger
,.sc heibenformige
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